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INTERVIEWEE: Gayner Mae Oxendine 

INTERVIEWER: Lew Barton 

February 27, 1975 dib 

B: This is February 27, 1975. I am Lew Barton interviewing for the 

University·of Florida's American Indian Oral History Program. This 

afternoon I am in the office of the alcoholics division at the 

American Indian Study Center here at 211 South Broadway in Baltimore, 

Maryland, and with me is a young lady who works with that particular 

department. I've interviewed the director earlier, Mr. Ertl Hunt 

and with me is, .I believe it's a Mrs. Oxendine, isn't it? 

O: Not Mrs., Miss. 

B: Miss, I'm sorry. 

O:' That's all right. 

B: Would you give us your full name, though? 

O: Gaynor Mae Oxendine. 

B: Where were you born? 

0: Lumberton, North Carolina. 
1'f'\ 

B: -== I I d ;: i!h ::ha which area? 

O: Black Swamp, Robeson County. 

B: ..ijh;..::huh. How long have you been in Baltimore City? 

0: About twenty-two years. 

B: About twenty-two years. This feels like home then, doesn't it? 

0: Not really, no. 

B: You can't be much older than that? 
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0: Yes, I'm going on twenty-eight. 

B: That's not bad. 

0: No. 

B: How do they say, the most beautiful years of a lady's life is 

when she's about twenty-eight to thirty-five 1.h. ~re,_ . So 

you've got much beauty to look forward to perhaps. Let's • h~fe....! ~,) 

anyway. What are your duties here, Miss Oxendine? 

O: I work as a counselor. 

B: ~. ~uld you tell us something about your family? 
..... 

O: My father and my mother both now live in Essex, Maryland, and their 

names are Jane and Charlie Oxendiieem I have a younger brother 

who stays with them. He's twenty-five and his name is Bill Oxendine. 

B: 

0: 

B: 

0: 

O: 

How old is he? 

· wriol~ 
Twenty-five. And I have another brother w~ twenty-nine, who lives 

on Lombard Street here in Baltimore. 

What's his name? 

His nam~•s~hon~ 

lJ.h hcdt~ · 

4iiii:t.he's married to a girl named Grace1and they have one child 
~ -

named Cary. 

B: Interesting;you got any more family members? 

O: No. 

B: Do you enjoy your work here? 

O: Yes, I enjoy my work. 
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B: Is Mr. Ertl Hunt your boss? 

O: Yes, he is. 

dib 

B: How many of your are in the alcoholic division? 

O: There's Ertl Hunt, he's the head of it, and then James Jacob, myself, 

and Reverend Dial. We're all counselors. 

B: Ul 1 it, ~nd the four of you make up the alcoholic division. 
::::-

O: 

B: 

O: 

B: 

Rig~ ·:b I 1rl:L. 
w)..o 

It must be interesting work. ~ I rather admire you peopleAare working 

in the alcoholic division1because I'm sure it must not be easy 

work. You all are so~ you get along so well with people. This 

is one characteristic that I've noticed about all the people in 

this division, a how well you get along with peop~aae-you always,, 

~11 of you have beautiful personalitiesj you can handle most any -situation,and this is something that I admire very much. Mr. 

Hunt is a very unusual person, isn't he? 

Yes, he is. 

Marvelous, very intelligent and his personality flows outward to 

so many other people roundabout h rwt ht .J u,e.. 

O: It kind of rubs off. 

B: It kind of rub.EL' off on you, doesn't it? 

0 : tftr-tm.h . j e_ "5 

B: He is sort of contagious I guess. I don't know anybody who dislikes 

him. Not a single person that I know of. 

0: No. 
~Oltf 

B: Do yay li1'e ~o, you said you liked -tie work, didn't you? --
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0: Yes, it's rather interesting. ,(/,,-, fyr r:'[P-d~ l!§ually, 45Js&.P, 
I ..::. 

~ most of our clients are Indians,and to work in this field 

you have to have a great desire to help your peop~ ~pecially 
0 u,- ~ 

in this type of fie~0l~olism is, you know, the number.one killer 

among American Indians, and ••• 

B: tzrn•/:Jf!t_} 1Jn 1" 1f f 
0: -r L J J I ., ◄ a 2l I; 3 : ■ rr, 2e ve got a 

::r:-+- :=: 
have had problem~ breaks up a lot 

lot of people around here who 

lo5-<-of homes1 and you~ a lot of 

friends1and you lose jobs on account of i~~E,.hat's what this 
,::. 

program here was set because around this area it's mostly Indian 
' 

populated1and we all here in this department have a great desire 

to help our peop~ I feel it's accomplishing something myself. 

B: Oh yes, no doubt about that. But you, you don't just handle Indian 

alcoholics, do you? 

0: No, no, most of. our ••• 

B: Help anyone who comes along? 

0: Right, most of our clients are Indians, but we also have black, Spanish, 

white1Puerto R~ 

B: ~ lratt". ~ 

O: ~EJi 11111 that come in. And we alsot-vl/lM MN&, take care of whoever 

comes through the door. 

B: But must they come in and ask for help? 

0: Well, that's one of the first signs. I mean if they really want the 

help, the person theirself has to want it, and it takes a lot of 
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B: 

Ot 

B: 

O: 

courage for them to come in and say that they want the help to begin 

wi~ yeH lEnew, ■ and I ■ a:n that's one step towards their cure. 
=--91 ••~ not really a cure, but like a recovery, because there's not 

,::::,. -really what you call a cure. 

always an alcoholic and ••• 

Either wet or dry you'i::~••• 

R1ght, ~ 

••• still an alcholic. 

~ if you're an alcbholic you're 
-::::. -

o..b:, -I-ti; n ! d..) 
••• if you ael!ei11. t:= d,.;;-~,, always commoJ1ly known as _ a recovering 

alcohol~kou never actually recover1because if you take one drink 
{Y;:;,-

then you could just be iG:n; you~~ right where you started fro~ 

"jO~ 

B: ~t, ,!o you see this as a personality defect or as an emotional 
~ 

problem
1

or are there physical things, too, that go along with it?e,p,, 

11:i ? It's a very complicated problem, isn't itf, & Kr..? -

O: Well, I myself believe it's a combination of quite a few things. 

But like a lot of people say, Jil 1 ,.., I take a drink bbl I ' a; s!ll!l 

~, for the silliest reason, like my dog died today) or ,e au, 
(O,,o(es 

the ~s, ~llll ] li. 1 won the ball game or whatev~ ,•an knn~.-. And 

_they' re tl.eirf y@a lelllllijill-11':rt il 7 c CJ•-'@ the one whdsf picking 

I up the gla~~J:mi==r:IIMilg·w. No ones forcing them. It's they, ya; 1 now, 

because of that1 themselves that are doing it and in a way, -yjh1◄fiiii&.'1, 

they lose everything that they havc!,)1-\era::oe gter a while they can 

drink so far that they hit a height to where it starts dropping off/ 
C<JW d>J.JA~ , 

and even if they just take one drink theyA completelyeyou M81f,J Jue 
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jg,, s a~•-, ··yon-· 1<,,:,:mv__.:d£111b ; They' re already there • ... ,,_..-~ - - ... 

B: And it only takes that one drink. 

O: Right. 

B: Do you have hospital facilities that are available to you1 or do you 

need to use this information with your work?· 

O: We use it in connection with a workerslhospital throughout the area, 

and we refer the clients to these hospitals for,.. Jib& I I ii«., 'l. period 

of ti~Jliliil tt's up to them for what period of time they want to 

stay in. We also transpo~t them to hospitals that are too far for 

a to get to themselves. But it's no good if they're 

just going to dry out and just come right back out again. Because 

it doesn't serve any purpose. 

B: Do you have an statistics to show about what your percentage of success,or 

what do you consider to be a success? r know it's very difficult 

to say that you actually arrested the alcoholic trend or whatever 

it is, put them in the recovery stage. Do you have any idea about 

how successful you are? 

O: Well, I can't really say in numbers. I know we have a few that are 
o.h ~-ro.·, r. u;J..; 
a • ed drinkers at the time and seem to be~, pretty 

well, 

their 

and some are ~-··¥""J-IQ1JJJ; 
' ' t 

families and whatever. 

back to workin~-and some are back with 

We also have these few that just aren't 

motivated or just really didn't want he&nd~rr.! ~me of -them have died)azid,. which is(¥Q"t.d ■ what happens if they just keep 

o~ fey just seem to lose 

from the alcoholic
1

you always 

all hopa;>o@fl6 g you take away the bottle 

have to have something that he can hold 
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on to, something to replace it with, even if it's just his self-respect. 
\ 

T E?JN 'JO§ lntQ.41, ~OU can't do it all for hiw~u're just there to - -help him along the way, kind of like guide him. He has to want 

-to do it hisself. 

B: If they backslide a tb21:~ one time they don't get in touch 

with you or anything? _g.o they feel ashamed when they backslide? 

0: I believe they do. It happensfjo II J. £44+, quite ofte~ 1,f you -
take them to a hospital1and they just go in and dry o~ ~fore 

they get doWO: here~ s,JBi Jm 2w, they've already got another bottle 

with th~ }t just seems like they're just going there for so 

~any days, but you also have those who abstain for so many months 

that also drop bact,- i,..t takes a lot of coura~,ro1~J,:@fflv. Al.d --
they feel they could do it without the bottle, you know, to like 

~s~t·i!tt~ his courage, it really doesn't give them courage but . ' 

they believe it does, and that can be really a step towards their 

recovery. 

B: Are you a Lumbee Indian? 

0: Yes, I am. 

B: Are proud of it? 

O: Yes, I am. 

B: You told us about your parents. Do you have many people living back 

O: 

in North Carolina? 

Yes, my father comes from a family of nine children1and most of them 

are still residing in North Caroli~ I have some in New York 
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and kind of :l:Bs.- scattered 

Carolina. 

B: Do you enjoy visiting home? 

O: Yes, I do, very much. 

B: Dtr31111t fiio1 .. ,M1s, fhendhle, 

dib 

of them are still in North 

training do you µ_ave to. have .iim', .ii it:11 t Ike to become an alcoholics1 

counselor? 

0: Well, :ile lier ei!dt on 1 Ji! , it depends on the facilities that you 're 

going to be working for. Now for here I had to go to John Hopkins 

University here in Maryland azm tl • t JM:8 for seven months, plus 

I had to take some training down here during that seven months, 

~ which( ye.u.J __ ·:, qualified me to work for this program. 

B: I've noticed that all of you~ I don't mean you're alikefw33 f 

~ who work on the alcoholic program have this marvelous outflowing 

personalities is the b~st way I know to express ie~his is very 

important, knowing how to reach people and being willing. ~ there . .-- = -seems to be, if you'll pardon my saying so, a special benev9lence 

on the part of a person like yourself. You seem to be genuinely 

concerned for people. Do you think this is what makes it ••• 

O: I believe that has something to do with it. We have had to learn 

to accept people for their attitudes and beliefs and respect them 

for tha~ ;!tat has a lot to do with iir; .~d !~ove all1 you have to 
.- v --

have a very deep desire to help peopb Mid. ~t you can't, )Hni :taus, 

\ 
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you have to remain kind of,~! try to put yourself in their 

shoe?;', 1'ffl!,,, try te !'1!11! ·ft:. !!,on' t get too emotional with it. 
1.....:,,/ -::::::.. 

You have 
~o 

to have some kind of courage L:s::ezJJaa;uae you could be able to help 

them and not.1j;;a:J cf like fall apart yourself. 

B: Is· there a dAa.~:a::ge,aaat.1 danger of doing this(to get too involved? 

0: I believe there is. You have to keep your head. Like I said you 

can't get too emotional with your client. That way he could probably 

see through you and feel, in a sense, some of them do that, well, 

I 
this persons not() Ti'II r, really going to be able to help me. 

In a sense they may need help theirsel~,1111 lu,:ow. You have to 

be able to put yourself in their shoes, but kind of keep yourself 

back so far as not to become too emotional. 

B: This is not easy to do I'm sure. 

0: No, it's not. 

manipulating. 

No, because a lot of them have a great way of 
1(!., 

An alcoho17\is one of the biggest manipulators, 

quite known and ••• 

B: They are good con people. 

0: Right, they sure are. 

B: Do you have any staridard procedure or any tricks about being irmnune( 

to this, to all the con? 

0: Well,~ each one of them that comes to the door is an individual. 

They're each different in every way, which each person theirself is 

different. But I know of on~ that will come in and say, jl;I 1 21e,iJ., 
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B: 

"give me a quarter, I need a cup of coffeb 11 .amt zs,u know anyway 
~ ~ 

that they're just going to go down and take that quarter and panhandle 

enough money to where they can go get theirself a bottle. But 

the biggest thing I can tell them, "Well, if you want a cup of 

coffee1 I can fix you a cup of coffee. 11 Am yg;u l &i, 5:hat way 
..... 

they kind of get the idea that ttl:h1~1,3=iilll•~l they're not."!! you have 
7.;:;J'~ 

to be on guard with them sometimes, because if you're not1 they 

can really con you int@I know they do it right in front of the 

building here a lot of times, and )81:i■Fae. stop a lot of people 

and ask them from money to where they can get a bottle. 

And you think there's also)then)the danger that they might come 

in not really because they want help but ·because they want, 11 t 

unhelp) sort of. 

0: Yes, a lot of them come in just to loiter, but you can't just turn 

them away on account of that/because you want them to feel that 

they have some place to come to when they do need he~~ 

~van if they're just coming here just to sit around and just taJ.k:D 

.:.,ven if you talk to them for five minutes~sometimes you get more 

accomplished talking to them for five minutes than you can for talking 

to them for an hour or more, because sometimes something you say will 

stick in their memory1and they'll remember it and it may have an effect 

on them. 

B: vli'l\!&J,tl ftJ eem 5u1:bhitri<;:z:.of., I don't want to put you on the spot so 

to speak or tmaaJurn,.. ask you something that will make you feel un

comfortable. Anything you don't want to talk about we won't talk about, 
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but can you think of cases that are more memorable than others1 

people that their memory stays with you even after they've been 
~ 

terminated? 

O: Yes, I can. 

B: Go ahead. 

0: I have one in particular whds# sober at this time and has been 

sober~ since September, and he's doing pretty well. He's looking 

for a job right now, but he's still sustaining himsel~ ~e's 
:::. 

living in a decent apartment all!lrtnot too far from the center, 

/nd he stops in every now and then to. let us know how he's getting 

alo~ ~ve been referring him to different places that he 

could get a job at and so far he's holding on pretty well. 

-1,\A.( .5 l@~':r.t::( B: pretty , . 

O: •• • 1iu•'-aa!).tit, ¥::'s a memorable case1 and being in this type of workevr,cl--
being femalo/ sometimes you have your problem® ¥-ike if you have a 

client that you can't work with because he seemsf wt.a 3 

to get other ideas. He tried to act like he has other ideas not, 

_;;A ] ¥4 to use as an excuse not to talk about hisself. Then -

it's best to refer that person to another counselor1whereas that 

counselor could probably lesr Aa lltfle. A_,"mNaw I'm speaking right 

now of one man who comes inf that comes to minw~e comes in and is -;?:Q•3l#@ flirting all the time and everything. But I've ~ind of 

caught him off guard and got him to talking about hisself1 and he's 

not really motivated at this time. 
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B: 

0: 

B: 

O: 

This motivation then is very important, isn't it? 

Yes, it i,€)you have to have a real feeling to want he~~t 

takes a lot of courage in a person to take that first step and he. f'u._ 

first to admit it that they need help, admit it to themselves and 

then admit it to someone els~ that could/~9tf!ll!-=lm-a,Jlilll•stt be firm 

or talk to them or whatever~t:rw:, to put them on the road to 

recovery. 

1s ' 
Well, how about M, Alcoholics Anonymous, there a good chapter nearby? 

" Yes, we have one located at 7 South Wolf St·reet1 which is within~ 

a few blocks of he~~ ihey also have an M meeting up at one of 

the hospitals, Churchlin Hospital. I believe it's on~Wednesday 

nights at seven-thirty. The one at St. Michaels is on Monday 
.Sca-;f 

nights at seven-thirty. :&i:1 they have a :1 111 ; group there1 and 

also at St. Michaels they have an .. Al-Anon right across the hall 

which is for wives, friends,iand relatives of alcoholic~::a&!,i} ~hey 

have a pretty good group there. 

B: Well, their method of helping is mostly spiritual, isn't it? 
If-, 

0: Spiritual in a sense, yes. I have one of the books abouttS• 1 w, 

~' their motto is~ they go from day to day and within -- - ---~-- --,,.,,.,,,,,-
,:::;;. 

the book it has ~ a little prayer·. that can be said each day which 

helps ou~ llllli~hen as one of them feels kind of down or something, 

they can always call another M member or whatever. They kind of 

like( j ; LIM&&. help each other to stay with them at recovery. 
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B: Like a brotherhood, isn't it? 

0: Yes, it is. It's a very good organization. 

B: Are they very cooperative? 

0: 

B· . . ' 
0: 

B: 

Yes, they are. 

Well, nobody has a magic 

No, they don't. If they 

What do you ~nvision for 

curefthough, do they? 

did1 there sure wouldn't be them around. 

the future of a program like this1ufa3& 

j.P you think our people are more susceptible to alcoholism? -
0: I believe they're very susceptible, but they also say, and I have 

t'°. #, 

never really seen one, maybe one or two"'-~ giere' s no such thing 

as a skidrow Indian alcoholic who hangs on the corner all the time 

or sleeps in the gutter or whatever, because Indian people always 

have a way of helping one another. Even if you're drunk and you 

go to someone~ house or whatever, half the time,or at least most 

of the time1 you can always sleep it off there, because they don't 

just throw you out the door or whatever. They always kind of help 

one another1which is a good thing. 

B: Right. That is interesting. That's something that hasn't been 

brought out before 1and I'm glad to hear that. But do you think 

our people have a tendency1because of their many problem51that they 

are more susceptible? 

0-: I believe so. Indian people have a way of, they feel that they have 

been put down so much that they, after a while1they get the blue& 
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~ I've known a lot of Indians who drink. I had interviewed one 

~ I'' a~ about a year ago, that believed that he had to 

drink to prove that he was as good as the white m~to show c:::-'e-
them1because the white man's impression of him was that he was 

h k-t. 
strong and an>fld saying, )!£ l 'UN, a good warri~ r..Jna:ta ;1cz:c.. 

But he had this feeling that he had to prove himself to show that 

he couldf!A *' N, chuck along with the rest of them as you say,, 

.~ which is a sha~ you. ee,,, tJ ac . I feel that Indian people, 

;ypu,dmaF, shouldn't be put down/ and I feel that they wouldn' t!'7fl!IJ,i 

~, the discrimination and everything(i)I feel that they would, 

they have a right to succeed1 and they can succeed, but a lot of them 

don't have that confidence to succeed1 and they won't go ahead with 

it. And a lot of them don't want to take charity. They'd rather 

sit there and suffer. Well, I believe that they're entitled to 

charity, whateve.zrii: 4.-f 1;;:it~ J"e, y c a::::i:;n..;>w, ,!f they don't have no food u -:;:.. 
in the house or whatever. I feel that they above ariyone is really 

entitled to it. 

B: Yes, I agree. 

0: But a lot of them's not going to accept it because they have too much 

pride to go ahead and ask for it. 

B: And you find, tif course, this theme of pride among the Indians, which 

is common to all Indians, you find this even among alcoholics. 

0: Right, you sure do. 

E: And something you Jllentioned a while ago about proving( ..Jl?S!"lau,~, that 
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they can drink just like the white man. But this-., certainly 

seems to be the one area where we should not try this, right? 

O: Right. 

B:. Where we should not try to measure up around a drinking table. You 

think maybe when Indians do get, drunk I]_& 1 tg,, are they more violent 

or? ••• 

O: Some of them are. Some of them kind of get quite~ violent, but 

there's a lot of them who just talk more or justy 9-f:1 Janr, get 

more quieter and go inward. But there's a lot of them that get 

into fights and all on account of drinking, arid it's not a good thing. 

B: Well, I certainly wish you_gpdspeed with your program. As I said 
::::. 

I'm very, very thrilled that you people are working on it:B"~4~-i:ir=~ 

=aai I don't know how.the center was so fortunate to be able to 

get people like yourself and the Hunts, Jacobs, and Reverend Dial. 

All of you are so well-qualified1 and you're all humanitarians at 

heart and do have this deep feeling of desire to help somebody. 

But I certainly wish you ,s_odspeed. What advice would you give to 
:::;, 

the family of a person who was an alcoholic? 

0: Well, if the woman refllJJ, lJie t3 c rnmf!tfl of the family, if she really 

feels that she loves him1 I think that she should stick by hi~aar 

I know he's going to denYJ and she in herself is going to deny it. 

·The family helps the alcoholic to deny that he has the disease to 

~~1;, 204 l\iii!let, @t:J begin with. They have a way of covering it U,f> 
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and it's like they can let it go on fo~ sa'}jseven years1and it's 

five years before they even admit it. 

B: ·:Ulli trh, this is bad, isn't it? 
~ -O: It is, and I feel that pg &z, you could like just •bfiiQ,l!f have 

someone come into your home or whatever, to try to get the person 

to talk, which is very hard because they're not going to admit 

it. z,.:tfl,e, r WCtJ/.I know of drinkers who spread literature around 

that is about !1coholics. Maybe the person 1!ifi1 might just pick 

it up and read it. But just to show the person that you care and 

to try to talk to the person. I know the person's going to deny 

it, but they will know that you tried to talk to the11yand they 

will remember. "t!liir ¥1ey may become violent about it or S?1, 

"Well, yqgg RB I don't have a drinking problem," or whatever. 

But they, theirselves, like I said before, have to feel that they 

want the help. But if you· show that you have a desire, e J .. , 

-H,o. .• t a you want to help them
1

Gil!! ad &ect then you're maybe accomplishing 

something. 

" B: -dil/lMFI,, ~ome people get the idea, some woman get the idea when -they are dating a fellow who happens to be an alcoholic, that if 

I'm marrying him and I'm with him all the time I can really reform 

him. What would you say to a girl like this who has this particular 

problem? 

0: Well, there's an old saying, if you fall in love with someone, you 

~all 1n love with them the way they are1and usually a woman who 
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who marries an alcoholi~ f I 1 knows to begin with that he's 

an alcoholi~~he's most likely been brought up in an alcoholic 
LY~ 

family or has been around somebody that has drank quite a bit, 

and she's used to the situation. Afid when you're quite used to 

a situation like that a lot of times you'll marry right back into 

the situation. But you shouldn't go into a marriage saying you're 

going to reform somebody, because that's the wrong way to go 

about it. ~ you' re not going to make that person over. .g. -::::;:. 
~if you try to get the problem in another way1 don't go in there 

~ 

with.mt , your guns all a charge as they say. ,llll:lilii.. gke -
I said, talk to the person and try to convince the person, which is 

a very hard thing to do. The alcoholic above hurting hisself hurts 

his loved ones an awful i.lot. He hurts the people around him and~ 

~~')~.borhooi jE?:f'..fabused by it1 and there's a lot of people that gets 

B: 

O: 

hurt on account of it. 

Do you thinkirriage like this and a woman like this just may 
.,,,,,,, 

actually aggravate the situation and make it worse instead of 

make it better? 
QQCj\J.A/0.t;:_ 

Yes, yes, a lot of people ~e it worse because)~£ JGC j Ht) 

if the person's drinking and you just go to hollering and screaming 

all the time, the person feels they have another reason to go out 

and drink. That's an excuse for them, you know. But don't go in 

saying you' re going to reform him. <f .¢1ilu you have to really have --.... 
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a great love for that person and convi~ce that person yourself 

that you want to help them. You're not going to come on out right 

off and say, "You know, you're an alcoholic," because a lot of 

times they're not going to accept it. 

B: Does a lady counselor work better with other women or other men, or 

with men·would you think? Or does it depend? 

6: It depends. Like I said each person is their own individual. You 

have problems when you're a female counselor in this program with 

men. I've already liil'L come up across this with one person and 

that's all, and I've kind of like resolved that. 

SIDE II?TAPE A 

B: e were discussin ~~st a minute ago before th:,_~~pe_ 7:n o_:1;~ 
.._ ____ ~--.- I ...,,.....,.,.,,,...._""'"'""' 

e! l1J as !lo .tu teeea t ea-4. n ...t.he -i.nt,er,y iew.....and-ilT-t"tt~~'l'rl'cn:•ma.Tion-1b'tf '~ 

lJJ:'tiR rtL It jl;l,..a f.ase-l~~EJUMJh ts 'the subject of alcoholisme, 

dfat tbs tapE ran Out n:mi we los~"pdhap§"a m1'fffl'°e''"of' so':""1 WP 

we had started talking about cases where a woman counselor or a 

female counselor( Hli l1i¼.., is more effective than a male counselor 

and vice versa. But this is 111 I, l)ds • not always the case. 

You just don't necessarily relate to another woman. Sometimes you 

can relate better to another ma/depending on the case, is that 

right? 

O: Yes, that's true, because we have some woman that call in that would 

rather talk to a man than what they would talk to another woman. 

B: this book ac u Cl :!:t, we~' smbeen,--qHiiice s 11111• time nMT, 

\, 
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called The Alcoholic Woman, and this doctor said that when a woman 

becomes an alcoholic she really hits the bottom. It's worse for her 

than it is for anybody else. Do you think this has any validity? 

Do you think it's pretty ••• 

0: I think so. A woman a lot of times when she drinks, she usually 

mixes it with drugs~arbituates or wloo.eu: I LJZ& ku•fft 
(1.., 

uppers,~downers. I feel that a woman does have more of a problem 
, r _, , M' 

.1 1{'(' SM~ n /I ., ~cause .... like I saidf'to begin with) she 

will hide it an a~ful lot more than what a man will and she feels~ 
I f" 

Yii I 1, put down and everything. I feel a woman myself has more ;..,Jil 

of ~roblem than what a man does. There ts more facilities for men 

alcoholics than what there is for woman. 
3'((1/ 

B-: Hey, that's bad news. About as many of one as there :i'& of the other 

would you say? 

O: What do you mean? You mean ••• 

B: Do you have any kind of statistics at all to show what the number 

is among alcoholics who are men and alcoholics who &re women? How 

do the two sexes compare with each other? 

O: No, I don't have any statistics at the time, the most current ones 

I don't. 

B: '1JkiiilE6:, but how does it run, do you have a general idea, any idea at 
;. 

all about whether there are more men alcoholi~s or more worn~ or is 

it about·equal? 

O: We had a paper here a while back. I can't remember the number. It 
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was pointed out there we~ore men than what there were women. But 

like I said r]£ !s, the women are more of a hidden alcoholic, and 

there may be a lot of women out there who~lhidden that we don't 

even know about yet. 

B: I read a book sometime ago called Eighty~eight Men and Two Women. 

O: 

This book was written by the warden of a prison and these numbers 

referred to people who had been execut~_!..his warden was against v-· ..:::.. ~ 

capital crime and the implication of the title was ~f the 

inequality here. Here are eighty-eight men who have been put to 

death and during the same period only two women. What I want to 

ask you is this, do you think a woman is capable~ more serious 

crim¥ is she worse morally/ or are they about equa:? •11 :.ht11! 

F~ ,!iliat would you think makes for this difference? fR is it 
~ ~ 

because a woman is generally kinder and more gentle by nature? 

It's 

more 

like 

known t~an 1'lDa. is more sensitive to things and she's 

emotion~,wh2eas a man doesn't show as much emotion 

crying or whatever. -R~ then again that could be --~ -society putting a standard. Whereas a man shouldn't cry~ 

like in front of other people. If he cries he's usually crying 

alone. But a woman/, like I sai~ is more sensitive and she has more 
Q y/ 

outbreaks of emotionx've seenjf-han what a man does. 

B: Do you think this is a healthier condition, that a woman, her very 

deep feelings she can let off steam, so to speak, by crying, whereas 
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a man can't and ¼:& 

dib 

c.,,w-~ 
g, it may manifest itself in someJ.d:rt"d or other? 

O: Yes, I believe this. Holding in too much emotion has an awful effect 
~-t Lee ,1 ,, 

on people. Like a lot of times ~ ciYl"l' So ~,'\ ulcefJ,alii he~ 

~ that's one of the things. "T::tll:le. if you feel something and you 
~ ~~ ~ 

feel hurt, w1::ul 1.ib:t : SI· I think it's very healthy to cry or even 

,at J • to holler it out or whatever. It doesn't hold good~ 

:!SI&, to keep it inside all the time constantly like that. 

B: dB !Mil, well, perhaps this explains a lot of things, even the crime 
~ ..... 

rate, the difference in crime rates. I'm sure the problems, those 

type problems, emotional problems. But I'm thinking now about another 

question. A woman who is a s~ Jim11' ■J C sk~ alcoholic, 

you don't find as many as thos~....-q ii t, as you do among men? 

0: No, you don't. You see, like I said you mostly see a lot of men 

alcoholics~kifow, within this area and around down by the harbor 
)JJ 

you see a lo@f lilllttirou. But I very seldom seen a woman, you know, 

just walking on the streets and laying in the alley or whatever. 

Even if she's an alcoholic1 she usually has some place that she can 

go. 

B: One more question, we know that if people are going to drink it's going 

to be expensive or at least it's going to cost money1 and they have to 

have money to support their habits even as in the case of drugs. Do 

you think that women,i• a uM11:aa; ;i~_{½,efa!Qli:Pis:- might have an easier way 

of supporting her problem than a ma11or do you think that women some-
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times revert to this in order to support their own particular habit 

whereas a man couldn't do this? 

O: Well, a woman can use her body for her habit. A man now1he can 

more likely panhandle and manipulate people or con people into 

giving him money or whatever to support h:i.s habit, or steal something 

B: ,,fflr?1t1;, 1 well, maybe this is, this is why we dont' have as many sta

tistics on women as on men. Perhaps the woman's way of supporting 

her habit is more_ hid~1'-..ano~Jt a man steals something he generally -gets caught and it comes out in court. But the woman, the woman's 

activities could be hidden because these things, they,often 

Jo~T~ focoi.trt"- . These are the secret things. So then the 

conclusion seems to be that the statistics are incomplete and 

necessarily so, where the woman is concerned or more incomplete 

than where a man is concerned. And I guess there isn't any good 

way of bringing those statistics to the light in as much as women 

don't ask for help as often as men? 

0: No, they don't, and then when you talk about statistics, you know, it's 

usually when they're set up and so on like so many set of people and 

you can't always go by that for many set of people. 

B: ~L in other words if you're studying a group of people who go -;:;;. 
to John Hopkins and check in or ask to be checked into the hospital 

for treatment. It's very easy to take those numbers and count them, 
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but you don't count those that don't come in. 

O: Right. 

B: And that makes it very difficult to make a valid study in this area. 

Well, this has certainly been a very encouragin~ atlf'l enlightening/ 

and inspiring interview. I notice that you don't have a pessimistic 

attitude toward alcoholism whereas many people might have. You 

don't seem to be overly pessimistic about it and you're optimistic. 

I'm wondering what is the source of your optimism? What gives you 

this optimism, this hope)that you haven't given up on the alcoholics, 

too? 4:tt OIJae:r r,zox;Js.2 

O: No, I haven't, no. 

B: 

0: 

Do you know what it is, why you're this way? 

Well, I feel that, you know, that we 're all 'rrcJ{e~ Olt t ttr{~ together/ 

and I believe that people should love and respect one another no 

matter whatfa.o:vrl 1, their attitudes, their beliefs or whateve@ 

you_ know-,'"you::;c0tne atW. Like a person being an alcoholic, if 

this person doesn't feel that they can come to someone,~ rari:, 

then something worse can result of it, µ J a, because they don't 

have anything, just theirseli;,q1-~~w, Uiey just drown in that:c 
<..V --

sorrow. We've had some people who have tried to commit suicide, who 

have actually committed suicide. You have to have a genuine feeling 

£ I M Sttll\£. to love people1 and for no matter if they don't ~ec 11Ae 9 thing 

about you or whateve~~u just have to have the feeling to care and 

to want to help. 

B: It's wonderfu1, and I t~nk God that we have people like that in the 
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world. It's what makes life worth living I guess, is when you find 

somebody with your attitude and so on. ijpp; Ui>t4¥'- generally speaking -would you say the alcoholic problem is greater than the drug problem 

in volume? 
o(IJ 

O: I believe it is. There's a lot of young people that~,1•1•1••1~,, 

drinking also heavy1 and I believe alcoholism is a very big problem. 

B: Well, in dealing with alcoholics, will an alcoholic -z am 1 , • li:WJ ~ 

also take drugs and other things? 

0: Yes, they will and alcohol is considered a drug to begin with. ~ 

a lot of times if you mix alcohol with another drug,then it's worse 
a 
than just with alcohol alone. Alcohol alone is worse enough. 

B:~.-11~, there's a lot of pot floating around everywhere - ~";,, 

they say, yet you don't hear much about it within recent months: 

Do you think this is because people have accepted the idea that pot 

is here to stay1 or they've decided that it: isn't as serious as it 

was once believed to be? 

O: Well, it hasn't really been proven to a point how much effect it 

could have on you. I mean it causes illusions and whatever, but it 

hasn't been proven,-£§§ k~ to have a real, real bad effect as 

what I've known. 

B: Of course you can hear all kinds of stories,_Jffllfd JI, about anything with 

which we're not familiar,and certainly there have been stories about 

J'arijuana and its effects. For example1back-home in Lumberton, North 

Carolina, or rather>near Fayetteville, which is just a little bit far

ther-on, there was a newspaper report recently that a young man who 
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had been smoking pot raped his own mother. This is pretty-~ensationa0 

~a.oe S\ ;fr.> But do you think it has tremendous effect when it does 

have bad effect? 

0: Yes, really it depends on how much you smoked, if you're mixing it 

with somethi~_,;ome people have a tendency to be mor~i~le 

to something than what other people is. 

B: U.. 1mb, ~ell, I want to thank you so very much for this very enlightening 

and informative intervie~and I want to wish you godspeed in your 
~ 

work. You're a great asset to the connnunity and to aU of us. Thank 

you so very much. 

O: It's been my pleasure. 
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